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Remote sensing of atmospheric water vapor variation from GPS
measurements during a severe weather event
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The Global Positioning System (GPS) provides a relatively inexpensive method to remotely sense atmospheric
water vapor in all weather conditions. In this study, we applied the GPS meteorology technique to monitor
the precipitable water vapor (PWV) variation during a severe weather event (typhoon EWINIAR). The Korean
weighted mean temperature equation (KWMTE), customized for the Korean Peninsula, was used to improve the
accuracy of the GPS PWV estimation. The time series and the comparison with the images of MTSAT/CMAX
and the GPS PWV contour maps indicated that the temporal change of GPS PWV was closely related to the
progress of the typhoon. The correlation between the maximum GPS PWV and the maximum rainfall caused by
the typhoon was also higher than that for the quiet weather period. Furthermore, the peak in the time series of
GPS PWV was generally in good agreement with the time when the maximum rainfall was recorded. Our results
therefore confirm that GPS meteorology is an efficient PWV sensing technique, capable of capturing the complex
characteristics of water vapor distribution and its temporal variation during a period of severe weather events.
Key words: GPS meteorology, typhoon EWINIAR, precipitable water vapor, Korean weighted mean temperature
equation.

1. Introduction
A typhoon is a meteorological phenomenon that brings

heavy rain and strong winds. Recording the variation in at-
mospheric water vapor during the passage of a typhoon is
particularly important as it is the main source of precipita-
tion and a dominant constituent of energy resources related
to typhoon dynamics (Frank, 1977). Liou et al. (2001) re-
ported that the Global Positioning System (GPS) meteorol-
ogy technique offers a high accuracy of GPS precipitable
water vapor (PWV) retrieval during severe weather condi-
tions, such as a typhoon, hurricane, and tornado.

The first study carried out by GPS meteorology
techniques during severe weather conditions was a
GPS/STORM experiment, which took place in the tor-
nado high-risk area of the Midwestern USA (Rocken et al.,
1995). Liou and Huang (2000) suggested that the data on
the PWV obtained from the GPS observations were gen-
erally in good agreement with that observed by the ra-
diosonde during typhoon ZEB. Foster et al. (2003) found
that the rainfall predictions obtained from a mesoscale spec-
tral model of the storm consistently underestimated the ob-
served high values. Spatial and temporal water vapor dis-
tributions provided by continuous GPS PWV measurements
are therefore indispensable to monitoring and predicting the
characteristic aspects of typhoons (Liou et al., 2001), and
with the increasing number of permanently tracking GPS
receivers worldwide, the achievable spatial and temporal
resolutions of GPS PWV continue to improve (Yan et al.,
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2008).
In this study, a high-accuracy PWV was estimated us-

ing continuous observation data from the Korean permanent
GPS network during the passage of typhoon EWINIAR,
which occurred on July 10, 2006. The Gipsy-Oasis II
(GOA II) software, developed by the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory (JPL), was used to process the data, and the GPS
PWV results were then compared with those obtained from
the radiosonde during the progress of EWINIAR.

It should be noted that the significant damage caused by
this typhoon was reported in South Korea, where 150 km2

(60 square miles) of farmland across the nation was subject
to flooding due to torrential rainfall. Landslides and flood-
ing destroyed roads and levees, while over 600 houses were
damaged in South Cholla province. The Korea Meteorolog-
ical Administration (KMA) reported that up to 234 mm of
rain had fallen on the southern areas of South Korea, while
a total rainfall of 199–260 mm was reported in Hamyang
County in South Kyongsang province.

For the procedure of GPS PWV retrieval from the zenith
wet delay, we adopted a regionally weighted mean temper-
ature model (Tm), which was calculated by a linear regres-
sion method using surface and upper air temperature. This
model is compared with other, previously published mod-
els of Tm. We analyzed the correlation between the maxi-
mum GPS PWV and maximum rainfall to verify that GPS
can play a significant role in monitoring temporal variations
of water vapor fields during severe weather events. In ad-
dition, the time lag between the peak times of maximum
GPS PWV and maximum rainfall was compared to demon-
strate the correlation of spatio-temporal variations of GPS
PWV and the rainfall. These results may have practical ap-
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Fig. 1. Linear regression analysis between surface temperature Ts and mean temperature Tm; the histogram represents the distribution of the differences
between Ts and Tm.

plications, such as providing constraining PWV estimates
for numerical weather models, which is particularly valu-
able during severe weather events. It should also be men-
tioned that GPS PWV can be used, for example, to improve
predictions of heavy rainfall during extreme conditions, as
demonstrated in Section 4, via the analysis of the correla-
tion between GPS PWV and rainfall.

2. Estimation of GPS Signal Delay and Retrieval
of PWV

The high-accuracy GPS carrier phase measurements that
can be converted to distances from the GPS satellites to the
ground-based receiver can be used for Zenith Total Delay
(ZTD) estimation (Hong et al., 2008). This task requires a
GPS data processing software designed for high-accuracy
geodetic measurements. The GOA II software (Lichten
and Border, 1987) used in this study estimates the ZTD
and other nuisance parameters using a constrained batch
least-squares inversion procedure. The ZTD consists of the
zenith hydrostatic delay (ZHD) and the zenith wet delay
(ZWD). The ZHD is mainly deduced from the content of
neutral gases in the atmosphere and can be accurately com-
puted using surface pressure (Elgered et al., 1997). The
ZWD is related to the water vapor content in the tropo-
sphere and can be derived by extracting the ZTD and then
subtracting the ZHD computed using the surface pressure
readings (Duan et al., 1996). The ZHD has a magnitude
of about 2,300 mm at sea level. It is possible to predict
the ZHD to better than 1 mm, provided the surface pressure
readings are accurate to 0.3 hPa (millibar) or better.

In this study, we estimated the ZTD at 1-h intervals for

each GPS station during the 24-h sessions, using GPS data
from 22 stations for the period of July 7–11, 2006. The GPS
PWV solution was calculated from the ZWD obtained from
the ZTD by subtracting the ZHD, which was computed
using the surface meteorological data in the Saastamoinen
hydrostatic model (Bevis et al., 1992).

ZHD = (2.2779 ± 0.0024 [mm/hPa]) · Ps

1 − 0.00266 · cos 2ϕ − 0.00028

[
1

km

]
· h

(1)

where Ps: total atmospheric pressure at surface/antenna site
[hPa]; ϕ: geodetic latitude of the site; h: ellipsoidal height
[km].

The ZWD was converted to the PWV as follows (Bevis
et al., 1992):

PWV = � × ZWD (2)

where

� = 108

ρ · Rv · [
(k3/Tm) + k ′

2

] (3)

where ρ is the density of water (kg/m3), Rv is the
specific gas constant of water vapor (J/kg-K), k ′

2 is
22.1±2.2 (K/mb), k3 is (3.739±0.012) × 105 (K2/mb), and
Tm is the weighted mean temperature of the atmosphere (K).
The Tm was originally defined by Davis et al. (1985), and it
relates to the water vapor pressure and temperature profile
at a site. The accuracy of PWV estimates is proportional to
the accuracy of Tm (Ross and Rosenfeld, 1997; Wang et al.,
2005). Jade et al. (2005) suggested that the best possible ac-
curacy of the PWV retrieval from the observed ZWD can be
achieved if the conversion constant in Eq. (3) is estimated
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Fig. 2. Left panel: distribution of the GPS stations (black dots) and radiosonde sites (blue star) and the route of typhoon EWINIAR (red line). The area
between ϕ = 32◦ and ϕ = 34◦ is labeled as area I, between ϕ = 34◦ and ϕ = 36◦ as area II, and between ϕ = 36◦ and ϕ = 38◦ as area III. Right
panel: the time series of GPS PWV in area I (a), area II (b) and area III (c).

using a value of Tm that is tuned to the specific geographic
area and season. Consequently, the Tm, derived by Bevis et
al. (1992) for the USA may not be suitable for South Korea,
which has a different climate.

We therefore calculated the Korean Weighted Mean Tem-
perature Equation (KWMTE) using the linear regression
method between Ts, acquired from the Automated Weather
Station (AWS), and Tm, acquired from six radiosonde sta-
tions, for a period of 2003–2005 (see Fig. 1 and Eq. (4)).

Tm = 1.01 × Ts − 12.35 (4)

The correlation coefficient of KWMTE reaches 98.1%
and the root mean square error (RMSE) is 1.95 K. The
KWMTE is significantly different from the general formu-
lation determined by Bevis et al. (1992), with a correspond-
ing RMSE of 4.74 K, which was derived from radiosonde
data at 13 U.S. stations over a 2-year period. Song (2006)
evaluated the accuracy of the KWMTE through a compar-
ison with other models (Bevis et al., 1992; Mendes, 1999;
Solbrig, 2000; Liou et al., 2001; Schüler, 2001) for the de-
termination of the most accurate weighted mean tempera-
ture of the atmosphere for the Korean Peninsula. It was
demonstrated that a regionally optimized model can pro-
vide improved results, as compared to the global models
suggested by Mendes (1999) and Schüler (2001).

3. Remote Sensing of GPS PWV Variation During
the Passage of EWINIAR

Figure 2 (left panel) displays the geographic locations of
the 22 GPS stations and six radiosonde stations that were

used to determine the KWMTE and the route of typhoon
EWINIAR (right panel), as well as the time series of the
hourly GPS PWV estimations at each station during the
5 days analyzed. The GPS PWV is at the level of less
than 50 mm nationwide until 17:00 hours on July 8, before
the arrival of typhoon EWINIAR at the Korean Peninsula
(see Fig. 2). Notice that the PWV at CHJU and JEJU
stations, located on Jeju Island (area I), southern Korea,
rise sharply to >60 mm at 19:00 hours on July 8 due to
the indirect impact of the typhoon, while the upper latitude
areas (marked II and III in Fig. 2) did not show any increase
at that time.

Two hours later, the PWV of all inland stations increased
sharply as the typhoon moved northward. The GPS PWV
displays some decrease when the strength of the typhoon
changed from ‘strong’ to ‘middle’ (06:00 hours July 10).
However, at 15:00 hours on July 10, the PWV began to in-
crease again, even though the central pressure of typhoon
EWINIAR was 985 hPa, while the maximum wind speed of
23 m/s around 35.5◦N and 126.5◦E had weakened (area II).
The reasons for the increased water vapor are: (1) the ty-
phoon’s residual energy, and (2) the monsoon, a seasonal
rain, moving northward across the Korean Peninsula. After
the typhoon dissipated, the GPS PWV observed in area III
decreased slower than that in the lower latitudinal areas (I
and II). Overall, the GPS PWV shows high magnitudes be-
fore and during typhoon EWINIAR’s passage over the Ko-
rean peninsula, and low values after the event. This result
confirms that the temporal change of GPS PWV is closely
related with the course of a typhoon.
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(a) 10:00 July 10, 2006

(b) 22:00 July 10, 2006

Fig. 3. MTSAT image (left), CMAX image (middle), and GPS PWV contour map (right).

Figure 3 illustrates the comparison between the GPS
PWV obtained from the 22 GPS stations and the image
from the MTSAT satellite and the CMAX (Constant Max-
imum) image from the ground radar. The contour plots of
the GPS PWV obtained from the hourly GPS data process-
ing were created by the minimum curvature method using
the SURFER software. Figure 3(a) shows the images and
a contour map of the GPS PWV observed at 10:00 hours
on July 10, the time at which typhoon EWINIAR struck the
western shores of South Korea. The figure indicates that
the GPS PWV at MKPO is larger than that at other stations.
Overall, not only the GPS PWV, but also the water vapor
information in the MTSAT-1R and CMAX images shows
significant values over the entire Korean Peninsula during
the course of the typhoon. However, as shown in Fig. 3(b),
the GPS PWV was recorded at a level below 60 mm over
land after the typhoon had passed and dissipated, except for
the highest value (∼70 mm) at the SKCH station, which is
located in the northeastern side of the peninsula. This re-
sult confirms that a dense GPS network may be efficiently
used for sensing water vapor distribution and its temporal
changes. The GPS PWV showed sensitivity to geographical
location as the typhoon moved northward, which indicates
that the accumulation of spatio-temporal PWV data com-

bined with the wind fields and air pressure gradients can
contribute to improvements in the prediction of a typhoon’s
track. Since GPS can be used under all weather conditions
and is capable of providing real-time, accurate, and inex-
pensive PWV data with high spatio-temporal resolution—
as compared to other instruments for PWV sensing, such
as radiosondes, which may provide biased measurements
during inclement weather conditions—we expect that PWV
derived from the Korean regional GPS network will be used
for weather forecasting as initial constraints in the numeri-
cal weather models, particularly during severe weather.

4. Analysis of GPS PWV During a Severe Weather
Event

The objective of this analysis was to validate the GPS
PWV retrieval process during a severe weather event in
South Korea and to verify the accuracy of PWV derived
from GPS relative to that of radiosonde sounding data.

Figure 4 shows the scatter plots of PWV from the collo-
cated radiosonde and GPS stations for five sites using the
KWMTE and the Bevis WMTE (BWMTE), respectively.
The red line in Fig. 4 represents a linear regression fit to
the PWV data. Using Eq. (3), the RMSE of the fit was
5.28 mm when KWMTE was used and reached 5.99 mm
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(a) KWMTE (b) Bevis WMTE

Fig. 4. Scatter plot of PWV from two sensors, GPS and radiosonde, at five tested sites.

Table 1. Statistical results of a comparison between GPS PWV with KWMTE and radiosonde PWV in terms of the mean bias (GPS-radiosonde),
standard deviation (SD), root mean square error (RMSE) and separation between GPS and radiosonde at five different locations.

GPS station Bias (mm) SD (mm) RMSE (mm) Separation (km)

HOMI 8.18 5.60 9.77 20.1

JEJU 2.71 3.24 4.11 28.9

SKCH 4.91 2.57 5.49 5.7

KWNJ 1.21 3.63 3.75 16.0

SUWN 0.03 3.76 3.67 15.1

when BWMTE was applied. Furthermore, a stronger cor-
relation was found between GPS PWV, converted by the
KWMTE, and the radiosonde PWV (correlation coefficient
0.889), as compared to the case when the BWMTE was
used (correlation coefficient 0.865). The relative difference
of GPS PWV induced by both models can be derived from
Eq. (3) as follows:

�PWV

PWV
= 10−8·�·ρ·Rv· k3(

k3 + k ′
2

)
Tm

·�Tm

Tm
≈ �Tm

Tm
(5)

since 10−8 · � · ρ · Rv · k3 · [(k3 + k ′
2

)
Tm

]−1
is a very small

value.
In this study, the surface temperature varies from ∼289 K

to ∼306 K. On the basis of Eq. (5), the relative dif-
ference between GPS PWV obtained with KWMTE and
BWMTE, respectively, at the surface temperature of 289 K,
is 0.45% (�Tm = 1.26 K), and the difference of 2.13%
(�Tm = 6.19 K) corresponds to the highest surface tem-
perature of 306 K. The differences in RMSE and the cor-
relation coefficient resulting from the use of both formulas
were caused by these relative errors. Therefore, we suggest
that the KWMTE model is more suitable and accurate for
tracking severe weather events around the Korean penin-
sula. Also, we expect that the use of a local model, such as
a seasonal/monthly weighted mean temperature equation,
may reduce a relative bias that may occur in PWV due to
varying temperature and humidity conditions during differ-

ent seasons.
The values for coefficients a and b were estimated by

the least-squares method in KWMTE as 0.921 (m/m) and
6.622 (mm), respectively (Fig. 4(a)). After we removed this
bias, the RMSE was reduced by 2.85 mm, giving a final
value of 2.45 mm. The statistical results for the five tested
sites are listed in Table 1. The comparison of PWV from
two sensors shows that biases are small and range from 0.03
to 4.91 mm, with the exception of the HOMI station. The
minimum RMSE value of 3.7 mm corresponds to SUWN
station, and the maximum of 9.8 mm is at HOMI. No
obvious correlation can be observed between the relative
accuracy of GPS PWV, as compared with the radiosonde
PWV, with the station separation, such as for HOMI sta-
tion, as shown in Table 1. Also, the larger RMSE (±5.74
mm) and smaller correlation coefficient (r2 = 0.83) occur
during the passage of the typhoon, as compared to the pe-
riod unaffected by the typhoon (RMSE = ±4.38 mm and
r2 = 0.96). This indicates that it is possible that the ra-
diosonde PWV may not represent an exact reference for
the evaluation of GPS PWV accuracy for a typhoon period
with strong winds. In fact, it is necessary to use more re-
liable and more accurate equipment, such as a water va-
por radiometer (WVR), in order to properly evaluate the
GPS PWV accuracy. However, given the lack of alterna-
tives to radiosondes in Korea (there is just one WVR there,
which was not operational during the passage of typhoon
EWINIAR), radiosonde PWV is used here, even if these
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data may have been biased, as mentioned above. We are
aware of some considerable problems with using radioson-
des during the progress of a typhoon; for example, even
though the distance between the GPS and radiosonde sites
was relatively short, significant biases in PWV between two
sensors at HOMI station were detected, due mainly to the
uncertainty in radiosonde measurements and caused primar-
ily by the departure from the zenith ascent direction as a
result of strong winds.

Radiosondes are designed to measure atmospheric pro-
files along the zenith direction while they drift with vary-
ing wind conditions (Leick, 1995). Therefore, the consis-
tency in PWV estimations by the two observing systems,
GPS and balloon-based radiosonde, depends on the degree
of atmospheric inhomogeneity (Liou et al., 2001). Song
et al. (2008) demonstrated that the larger RMSE and bias
between GPS and radiosonde measurements during severe
weather is due to the inconsistencies in the balloon-based
radiosonde measurements deflected from the vertical by
strong winds. Consequently, it can be concluded that the
estimation of water vapor from a radiosonde may not be
reliable during severe weather events. Thus, when perma-
nently tracking GPS networks are available, estimates of
water vapor based on GPS signals should be incorporated.

Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the 1-h maximum rainfall
(RMAX) and the maximum GPS PWV (GMAX) in increas-
ing latitudinal order; Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows a scatter
plot of GMAX and RMAX during the period of no direct
impact of typhoon EWINIAR (10:00 hours on July 07–
09:00 hours on July 08), including the period before the
Jangma1 (23:00 hours on July 10–12:00 hours on July 11)
and the period of direct impact by EWINIAR (10:00 hours
on July 08–22:00 hours on July 10), respectively. For com-
parison, the recorded rainfall data from the AWS operated
by KMA were used. The highest value of GMAX (76.9 mm)
during the typhoon occurred at JINJ station, where the max-
imum precipitation per hour (43.5 mm) was recorded by
AWS as being in the vicinity of JINJ (about 1.3 km from
the station). Overall, all of the factors considered were rel-
atively larger during the period directly affected by the ty-
phoon. In particular, a stronger correlation between GMAX

and RMAX during the typhoon is clearly seen in Fig. 5(d).
GMAX correlated higher with RMAX (correlation coefficient
r2 = 0.41) during typhoon EWINIAR as compared to the
quiet weather period (correlation coefficient r2 = 0.10).
These values show that the PWV derived from the ground-
based GPS is closely associated with the rainfall in this se-
vere weather event. For a more detailed analysis, we com-
puted the correlation coefficient between GMAX and RMAX

using the information from the stations located within a
30-km radius of EWINIAR’s track (JEJU, CHJU, MKPO,
KWNJ, SEOS, SUWN and WNJU). The correlation coeffi-
cient (r2) derived from the stations that are relatively close
to the typhoon’s path reached 0.76, which is higher, as com-
pared to the correlation coefficient based on all sites. Al-
though this strong correlation is still insufficient as a stand-
alone index for heavy rainfall prediction, continuous moni-

1Jangma is the seasonal monsoon with heavy rainfall in the Korean penin-
sula.

toring of GPS PWV variation is a credible source of water
vapor information to support numerical weather forecast-
ing for short-term rainfall prediction. More extended study
is needed to properly quantify the relationship between the
GPS PWV and the actual precipitation.

We then compared the peak time of GMAX with the RMAX

during the passage of typhoon EWINIAR. Figure 6(a) illus-
trates the epoch difference between the peak epoch of GMAX

and the corresponding peak epoch of RMAX for the period of
direct impact, and Fig. 6(b) and (c) demonstrates the time
lag for the same period in latitude and longitude, respec-
tively. The geographical location of GMAX peak time, as a
function of the typhoon’s progress, is shown in Fig. 6(d).
In general, the epochs of RMAX occur near the epochs of
GMAX. Note that the recorded RMAX preceded GMAX for
half of the stations (∼55%). Also, as seen in Fig. 6(a), the
epoch of GMAX is completely in accord with that of RMAX at
six stations. The differences of both peak epochs fall well
within ±3-h range, except for three sites: CNJU, MKPO,
and TEGN. It is difficult to explain at this point why the
differences are not consistent at all stations. It is obvious
that there is no specific relationship between the epoch dif-
ferences and the geographical positions (see Fig. 6(b) and
(c)). However, it is clear from Fig. 6(d) that the varia-
tion in GMAX peak epoch followed the northeast direction,
similarly to the route of typhoon EWINIAR. This result
indicates that GPS PWV estimates closely follow the ty-
phoon’s track. Therefore, the spatio-temporal monitoring
of PWV based on dense GPS networks can provide a new
data source to forecast and assess the impact of typhoons.
The overall results suggest that GPS PWV, if evaluated in
near-real time, represents a consistent means for sensing
and tracking the actual severe weather events.

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the GPS PWV was estimated from perma-

nent GPS stations in South Korea with the aim of assess-
ing the performance of GPS meteorology during a severe
weather event. The time series of PWV derived from GPS
clearly increased before and during the passage of typhoon
EWINIAR and then decreased rapidly immediately after the
typhoon had passed, later recovering to its nominal values.

Data from an MTSAT water vapor image, a radar image,
and a PWV contour map recorded during the passage of
typhoon EWINIAR were also compared. From the com-
parison with satellite/radar images, we confirmed that the
horizontal distribution of the GPS PWV has a strong corre-
lation to the spatio-temporal change of water vapor. In ad-
dition, the Korean weighted mean temperature equation, as
an alternative to Bevis’s formula, was used to obtain an im-
provement in the accuracy of the GPS PWV estimation. We
demonstrated that the locally appropriate WMTE model,
which is used to convert ZWD to the PWV, can reduce the
relative biases of PWV estimated from GPS signal delays.

The data recorded from GPS PWV and radiosonde PWV
showed an agreement at the 2.5-mm (RMSE) level after the
bias between the two sensors was removed. This result is
more accurate than that reported in another study where the
locally weighted mean temperature model was not used to
monitor a severe weather event (Song et al., 2008). We
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also showed that the PWV estimated by the GPS meteorol-
ogy technique is closely related to the maximum of rainfall
and the peak epoch of maximum hourly rainfall during the
progress of typhoon EWINIAR.

The results of this study further confirm that GPS mete-
orology may be efficiently used to sense water vapor and,
consequently, to clarify the complex characteristics of wa-
ter vapor distribution and its temporal change during severe
weather events. Also, the high-density Korean GPS Net-
work (KGN), with over 90 stations (introduced by Song and
Yun, 2008) and an average spacing of ∼30 km, used in this
study provides a useful tool for operational weather fore-
casting (Faccani et al., 2005), provided that the data can
be processed in near-real time. To further understand the
process of variation in precipitable water estimated from
ground-based GPS stations and its role in the determina-
tion of heavy precipitation caused by typhoon EWINIAR
(and similar weather events), an additional study, involving
a numerical weather model, is necessary.
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